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Florida is the “Fishing Capital of the World” according to the Fish
and Wildlife Commission. Recreational fishing alone is a multibilliondollar industry in the state of Florida. Over 1.5 million saltwater
fishing licenses were sold in FY13/14 alone to anglers from all over
the world who came to try their luck and patience with some of the
best fighting and best tasting fish that the Atlantic Ocean has to offer.
With target species ranging from near-shore sport fish such as tarpon
and snook, to offshore fish such as mahi mahi, cobia, tuna, and the
formidable trio of billfish, there is certainly not a lack of exhilarating
angling to be found in our waters.
The Miami Science Barge is the only platform of its kind in
Miami-Dade County. Moored in downtown’s Museum Park, the Miami
Science Barge is a custom-designed 4,000 square foot platform
containing research-scale systems for sustainable aquaculture and
agriculture, renewable energy, environmental restoration, and
water conservation, as well as a large marine science classroom and
laboratory area.

Winner of the inaugural Knight Foundation Cities Challenge in
2015, the Miami Science Barge delivers K-12 STEM education and
sustainability focused programming that showcases Miami’s unique
ecology and supports the development and retention of scientificallyliterate young people in our community. Since opening in April 2016,
the Miami Science Barge has educated over 3,800 visitors through
field trips, complemented by evening and weekend programming for
adults and families.
The Miami Science Barge would like to host a three part ethical
fishing series intended to engage the public with many of the legal,
ecological, and ethical implications that surround recreational
angling in south Florida. The three-workshop series will be open to

the public with one workshop session offered per month over three
consecutive months. These sessions will focus on fishing as a family
activity that can help to get kids outside and participating in various
facets of angling and conservation.

Session 1 will focus on filleting techniques and honing knife skills.
The goal of the session will be maximizing fish and producing less
waste. Local charter captains will be invited out to teach safe knife
handling and proper filleting technique on locally caught fishes
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2hEHNGnJmA). One Mahi
will be provided to each participant so that they will receive hands
on experience with an indigenous charismatic species that is plentiful
in south Florida waters. The captains, in addition to Barge staff, will
provide demonstrations and oversight to ensure a safe learning
environment and a low instructor to student ratio. The Captains
and Barge staff will utilize their expertise to facilitate additional
discussion of various angling techniques and provide a lay-person
perspective on local marine ecology and fisheries. This will be
juxtaposed in later sessions with the perspective of local scientists,
conservationists, and law enforcement agency officers. At the end of
Session 1 each participant will receive two mahi-mahi fillets to take
home along with recipe cards that details how to properly prepare
their fish. Each recipe will utilize other local ingredients and will have
notes discussing the benefits of eating local and reducing food miles,
as well as the best ways to check the sustainably of seafood in stores
and restaurants.
Session 2 will focus on lionfish and raising awareness of the
invasion epidemic in and around our waters. Participants will be
educated on necessary gear, proper removal, and safe handling, as
well as promote usage of lionfish as a delicious imported-seafood
substitute. A local expert on lionfish (http://www.reef.org/lionfish)
and their impacts will be the primary presenter for the session, during
which she will discuss and take questions on lionfish morphology,
invasion history [8], organized removal derbies, current research,
and the legal implications of lionfish removal. Following this portion

of the session participants will be guided through the gear necessary
for safe lionfish removal and handling, as well as the common
techniques for removal. To close the session each participant will
receive a locally caught lionfish and the equipment required to safely
clean and fillet the fish. Following an instructional demonstration,
participants will clean their own lionfish onboard (http://lionfish.
co/cleaning-and-preparing-lionfish-to-eat/). Each participant will
leave the session with a trident pole spear, two lionfish fillets, and a
recipe card explaining how to cook their lionfish. These recipes will
incorporate other easily foraged invasive ingredients and will include
notes on invasive species and the threats they pose to native species
and ecosystems [4].

Session 3 will focus on the legal boundaries that surround fishing
in Florida waters as well as the ethical implications of handling fish in
general. A Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission officer
will present on topics including proper identification of commonly
mistaken south Florida species, legal measurement techniques and
proper harvest for species such as spiny lobster and stone crab,
licensing and permitting, and proper disposal of gear and tackle [7].
Additionally, scientists from the University of Miami’s Shark Research
and Conservation Program (http://sharkresearch.rsmas.miami.edu)
will be onboard to discuss safe handling and release of sharks, shark
stress response to fishing pressure, and legal fishing practices for
local species of shark such as the Great Hammerhead and Small tooth
Sawfish [6]. Finally, Field School (http://www.getintothefield.com)
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scientists will be onboard to lead conservation-based discussion and
hands-on training in how to properly measure fish for pre-caudal,
fork, and total length. At the end of the session, each participant will
leave with a dual-purpose measurement tool for Spiny Lobster and
Stone Crab.

Visitors attending each session will participate in a survey that will
be designed to measure the effectiveness of the series. Furthermore,
follow-up information and instructional videos will be sent via email
to participants to allow them to review what they learned and learn
more about additional topic that may interest them.

The Miami Science Barge is requesting a grant in the amount of
$7,500 to fund the workshop series and necessary materials for the
hands-on-learning components associated with hosting the series
aboard the Miami Science Barge.
Series Schedule

The Miami Science Barge Ethical Fishing Seminar Series will
tentatively be scheduled as a three part series, executed in three
installments. The first installment of the series will be run in February,
March, and April with seminars on the second Saturday of each month.
The second installment will run June, July, and August, and the third
installment will be run September, October, and November of 2017.
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